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What's 
Trending✨

Recognition: The Solution to 
The Great Resignation

It's a turnover tsunami.
Workplaces are bleeding talent.
Leaders are exhausted.
HR is perplexed.
Staff who stay are burning out.
Organizations are in trouble.

The Great Resignation is top of mind.
Interestingly it's been coming.
It was only a matter of time in healthcare, tech, 
NFPs, government, insurance, call management, 
and other people-facing professions.

New Keynote Description:

You’re not losing your best people to the competition. A bump in pay won’t stop the 
turnover floodgates. Gone are the days you have too many resumes. The Great 
Resignation is here. Microtrends have collided to create a cacophony of confusion 
about how to retain today’s workforce. The good news is, employees’ needs haven’t 
changed… they’ve just started voicing it louder as they stomp out the door. Are you 
listening? 

Welcome to the Age of the Employee Experience. Are you looking to cultivate some 
serious FOMO (fear of missing out) with anyone, not in your team? Are you ready 
to reimagine the most delicious workplace that makes everyone feel more 
personally and professionally satisfied?

The solution has been there all along: recognition. Let’s turn today’s turnover 
tsunami into a comeback story; let’s make it so brag-worthy it will impress the heck 
out of your board, the HR industry, and even your mama. 
Get ready to banish exit interviews, redeploy your recruiters, and free up your 
leaders. After all, no one ever left a job because they were too appreciated.



The Exponential 
Power of 
Recognition:
Superglue your culture through  
meaningful connection and  
abundant appreciation

New Keynote Description:
If you had the easiest, fastest, simplest, and no-cost strategy to engage, unite, and 
retain everyone in your organization, would you want to know about it? 

Many passionate, brilliant, hard-working people want to do their best yet feel 
unappreciated and overworked. Similarly, there are well-intentioned leaders who 
wish to show appreciation to their people, but they’re busy and unsure if their efforts 
will make a difference.  

Add to that a stale and misaligned corporate recognition program, and what you 
have is the perfect recipe for disengagement and turnover! 

How do we bridge the gap between what employees need and what organizations 
are prepared to do? 

Recognition is the answer. And it’s easy! All you need to know are the 3 universal 
strategies that work instantaneously. As a result, you're going to raise trust, boost 
satisfaction, deepen a sense of belonging, and you will go down in history as the 
best boss and colleague – ever! 

This work is magical. And it creates a ripple effect. It gets leaders, employees, and 
everyone in between excited again. It gives people hope that they can LOVE work 
again. 

This session will introduce you to a proven process for self, team, and organizational 
recognition called F.R.O.G. Forever Recognize Others' Greatness™. You will walk 
away ready to take action to shift your culture right away.



Recognition: 
Your Customer
Retention 
Superpower
How to fuel customer retention  
with a forever philosophy

New Keynote Description:
How can you retain, delight, and exceed client expectations when the bar is 
continually raised? How do you bring your whole team along with you to fuel this 
exceptional customer experience? How will this enable you to maintain a healthy 
lifestyle while growing your heart-based business? 

It’s actually simpler than it seems. Every person needs to feel heard, valued, and 
appreciated. There is one overlooked, yet simple and powerful customer-facing 
strategy that every team member can execute on, regardless of tenure, role, or 
seniority – Recognition. 

We give a lot of lip service to “customer satisfaction” and spend money measuring 
it. However, do we truly seek to form the deepest, most meaningful connection with 
our customers through micro-moments and long-term rituals? Do we truly value 
our customers and continually earn their trust and loyalty – even when we don’t 
have to? 

What does it take to cultivate a raving fan base? Customers who are as passionate 
about you as you are about them. Imagine what it will look like when your customers 
have an insatiable need to tell everyone how great it is to work with you. 

This session is designed for business owners and sales associates who have a deep 
desire to delight customers for life. But wait – everyone has a customer! This session
is also for those who are working inside organizations and are committed to a 
collaborative, harmonious, and mutually satisfying relationship. In other words, 
anyone involved in the customer journey (internal or external) who wants to retain, 
elevate, and enhance the relational customer experience will walk away with 
boundless ideas and actionable possibilities. 



�

Unleash Your Inner Superhero
Tap into the 5 secrets that ignite your greatness

Positivity
Hope
Self Care

Resiliency is still top of mind. The difference is, 
in 2022, it's being called different things:

No doubt the iterations will continue. Here's our take on it 
that's begin gobbled up faster than homemade cookies.

You are a team that is committed to remaining resilient despite struggles
You’re a leader who wants staff to be energized and work to their fullest 
capabilities every day
You’re an organization that knows that happy and engaged staff are those who 
stay 
You need a delicious and engaging experience at your next recognition event 

New Keynote Description:
What if you were a superhero and you never knew it? You may think you’re just doing
your job and it’s “normal.” Whereas, to others, the work that you’re doing is 
extraordinary. Let’s uncover and explore your unique gifts, strengths, and talents. 
 Here’s the opportunity to refill your greatness gas tank, recharge your resiliency 
batteries, and activate your superpowers. 

Now, imagine doing this together! Imagine the influence, a shared sense of purpose,
and cohesive collaboration that comes from activating your collective superpowers.
BOOM! This session is not a “rah-rah,” Instagram filtered, #MotivationalMonday, 
artificial platitudes, lollipops, and unicorns type session. This session is designed to 
reveal the truth, facts, hard evidence, and reality about your undeniable greatness. 

You know you want to Unleash Your Inner Superhero if:

Stop minimizing your greatness. Start getting inspired and into action so you can 
make the biggest impact. 

What's Hot 
Right Now



New Keynote Description:
Failure is a tough nut. Either we treat it like the other “f-word,” or we’re espousing its 
virtues for learning. Let’s face it. We don’t have much resilience when failure comes 
crashing into our lives and careers. Most often, we play it safe. We avoid it or feel 
 shame or blame when failure inevitably happens. We’ve had plenty of experiences
that tell us to avoid failing at all costs. 

Before you think this is your “unmotivational” speech, trust me when I say that this is 
 empowerment personified. We will be challenging the very definitions of success 
and failure that we’ve blindly accepted, and it’s sabotaging our well-being, 
performance, and satisfaction. What does failure mean to you? Does it define you? 
Can you give yourself permission to fail? 

In this session, you will truly experience and absorb the F.L.I.P. framework: Fail, Learn, 
Ignite, Praise. Each dimension of FLIP allows you to harness the power that comes 
from failure and let go of ego or judgment.  Learning from your failures creates your 
path to greatness. These lessons will forever change you and help you become 
more decisive, confident, and action-oriented. 

The question is… where’s your FLIP? How can you become more failure resilient? If 
you’re ready to explore how unconditional recognition of yourself and others can 
ignite passion and performance, this session is for you. After all, no one ever left a 
job because they were too appreciated.

In person
, Sarah 

teaches the audience 

hip hop

Flip Side 
of Failing
How uncondit ional 
recognit ion ignites 
resi l ience, relationships 
and retention



New Keynote Description:
Contrary to popular belief, remote workplaces are NOT disconnecting your people. 

The problem is not slow wifi, or videos turned off, or people in sweatpants. The 
problem is that before the rise of remote workplaces, we did not have authentic 
recognition practices hardwired into the cultural fabric. What we know today is the 
need for clarity and conviction to make recognition practices strong, authentic, 
sustainable, and owned by all. 

The good news is that recognition is one of the most practical, accessible, and 
cost-effective ways to fuel healthy working relationships, trust, and retention. It 
allows your people to connect across the digital divide to participate, voice their 
opinions, brainstorm, and collaborate. 

And guess what? You can do it from anywhere!   

Consider recognition to be your cultural glue – whether you’re in-person or online. 
Let Canada's Recognition Expert, Sarah McVanel, walk you through her three key 
remote recognition ingredients: nutritious, delicious, and luscious. Never has 
recognition been more important and as digestible.

Recognition 
in a Virtual 
World
Rebuild connection and 
deepen engagement 
across the digital 
divide



New Keynote Description:
Sick of people fixating on problems, focusing on issues beyond their control, 
pointing fingers, and casting blame? Do you feel like you’re constantly firefighting a 
 revolving door that churns negativity? 

Isn’t it more productive to identify solutions and, in turn, fuel connection, awaken 
creativity, and elevate appreciation? And what if you weren’t the only one doing it? 
 
Here’s the secret … everyone has greatness. They just don’t all believe it. 

People want to do well and have a desire to contribute. What if we see their 
greatness even when they’re not operating at their very best? How might you lead 
differently? How might you show up with greater curiosity? How might you do less 
telling and do more asking to co-create possibilities? 

When you embrace the belief that people are already greatness, it acts as a 
wedge in that negativity revolving door. You don’t lose hope, your best people, and 
your most innovative ideas. 

This session will empower you to leverage the 5 most resourceful questions (that 
you’re not currently asking) to access the solution to any problem. 

Solution 
Focused 
Greatness
How to amplify  
collaboration,  
resi l ience, and  
posit ivity in others



Sarah's
Bio

 

Sarah is aSarah is a recognition expert recognition expert, professional speaker, coach, author, recovering, professional speaker, coach, author, recovering  
perfectionist, and movement maker. She createdperfectionist, and movement maker. She created F.R.O.G. Forever Recognize Others’ F.R.O.G. Forever Recognize Others’  
GreatnessGreatness to invigorate companies so they can to invigorate companies so they can  see their people as exceptional and,see their people as exceptional and,  
together, create a together, create a scrumptious, thriving culture where everyone belongs.scrumptious, thriving culture where everyone belongs.

Sarah has 25+ years of experience training, coaching, and leading teams. From herSarah has 25+ years of experience training, coaching, and leading teams. From her  
senior leadership senior leadership role, she founded her boutique firm Greatness Magnified.role, she founded her boutique firm Greatness Magnified.  
Proclaimed as theProclaimed as the “Frog Lady,”  “Frog Lady,” she can be found freaking out perfect strangers (in ashe can be found freaking out perfect strangers (in a  
good way) by handing out squishy frogs and asking them, “Have you been froggedgood way) by handing out squishy frogs and asking them, “Have you been frogged  
lately?” and then acknowledging their greatness.lately?” and then acknowledging their greatness.  

She’s a Certified Senior Organizational Development Professional (CSODP),She’s a Certified Senior Organizational Development Professional (CSODP),  
Professional Certified Coach (PCC), and Certified Human Resources Leader (CHRL).Professional Certified Coach (PCC), and Certified Human Resources Leader (CHRL).  
She is one of 1500 She is one of 1500 Certified Speaking ProfessionalsCertified Speaking Professionals (CSP) worldwide. She has a BA in (CSP) worldwide. She has a BA in  
Psychology, MSc in Family Relations, and Diplomas in Human Resources andPsychology, MSc in Family Relations, and Diplomas in Human Resources and  
Healthcare Administration.Healthcare Administration.  

You can catch her kayaking in the summer and snowshoeing in the winter with herYou can catch her kayaking in the summer and snowshoeing in the winter with her  
husband, or cooking a feast (while listening to an audiobook on double speed). She’shusband, or cooking a feast (while listening to an audiobook on double speed). She’s  
a die-hard carb-ivour, amateur hip hopper, and TikTok embarrasser to her two kids.a die-hard carb-ivour, amateur hip hopper, and TikTok embarrasser to her two kids.
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What our clients are saying

"We were thrilled to have received resoundingly positive 
feedback on Sarah's opening plenary keynote. It was the 
highest attended of the entire conference for both dates!"

Canadian Dental Hygienists Association

"Open, professional and willing to work with us to customize her 
message to incorporate our culture and connect to our topic 
and participants. A powerful message and a fantastic delivery. 
We had wonderful feedback. Can’t wait to have Sarah back."

Libro Credit Union

""We cannot thank you enough for helping to make our Virtual 
Conference a great success. Your perspective, insight and 
intelligence shone through, making this an exceptional and 
interactive session for our audience!"

Canadian Call Management Association

"She is one of the best speakers that I have had the pleasure of 
working with. The content was like none other! I was so honored 
to have worked with her and I can't wait until our next 
engagement!"

Meeting Professionals International

"Our members are still talking about how successful and 
valuable it was for them both personally and professionally. We 
can’t thank you enough for your positive energy and a great 
start to our first virtual conference!"

Early Childhood Resource Teachers Network Ont

"Her energy was exhilarating and her presentation was 
customized to fit us and incorporated some of our initiatives 
and programs. We were worried about how engaged 
employees would be remotely, but Sarah kept everyone on 
their toes."

Berkshire Hathaway Guard Insurance 



Bonus Microlearning Courses
Select one of 9 microlearning courses. These 4-part, 15 minutes, mostly video, 

practical content dives deep into topics like "Self Care in a Busy World," 
"Communication for Confidence & Clarity," "The Recognition Habit."

~ MSR: $27/per attendee | For you: $0 ~

Welcome Videos
Welcome attendees with a custom video from Sarah to use to promote the 

event & get attendees excited! Need a few for a series? You've got it!
~ Priceless ~

Planning Support 2.0
Let's plan how to best customize our content to your theme, audience & needs. 

Happy to offer events industry advice based on trends we're seeing, sharing 
what works & identifying solutions. We have juicy ideas on how you can help you 
create a recognition ripple at your event. Traditional planning call, we think not!

~ MSR: $350/hour ~

Sponsor Nurturing
Our goal: your sponsor signs on for next year before your event is over. Can we 

offer your sponsor a planning call, incorporate their pictures, logo, and examples
into Sarah's keynote, have a meet & greet at their booth, and even gift them a 

bonus coaching call for their leaders by Sarah (a gift from you of course!)
~ MSR: $1000 | For you: $0 ~

Debrief & Survey Support
Our support doesn't end when Sarah leaves the stage. In a debriefing call, go

ahead and pick Sarah's brain about her expertise, explore "what's next" solutions,
let her make an intro to your next juicy speaker. We can even survey for you and

provide you with the report. Let's maximize your investment!
~ MSR: $350/hour | For you: $0 ~

Ways we delight your clients

Here's our gifts to you, no additional investment. Need something else not on 
this "menu", let us know and chances are the answer is "yes"!



An Event Recognition Ripple Effect01
Call to action: recognize fellow attendees
Kudos Cards, FROG Charms, Compliment Cards

A Call to Action From the Stage02
Call to action: identity whom you will recognize post-event
Thank You Cards, Compliment Cards, Squishy Frogs

Keep Recognition Going Post Event03
Call to action: recognize in the workplace. Eg: meetings
The FROG Effect Workbooks, FROG Coaching Cards

We want to help you make our message last...easily.
We have a whole suite of products that can reinforce our message.
Let's get attendees into immediate action!

 Sponsors love to gift them. 
 Leaders love to provide the tools for implementation back at the office. 
 Associations love to gift them to their board.
 Everyone loves to raffle them as prizes.

Let's talk options! And oh yeah, you get 40% bulk pricing on everything!

Getting attendees into action


